Transforming the way business does business.

Our approach of using IT to transform business is catching the business world's attention. We re-invented the learning process by contextualising the study of information technology and management! At the School of Information Systems (SIS), we emphasise analytical and project management skills, together with “learning by doing” in real-world business settings.

Studying Information Technology & Systems at SIS will help you simultaneously learn "how business does business." In the 2009 Graduate Employment Survey, our graduates clearly stood out from their peers in other disciplines and universities. They are in higher compensation and have opportunities for a wider range of careers and professions. They are highly sought after in banking and finance, business consulting, auditing, technology consulting, information systems, software solutions sales and consulting, retail and marketing, telecoms, and consultancy.

A number of them have also become successful entrepreneurs. WELCOME TO SIS, THE SCHOOL THAT TRANSFORMS YOU AND THE WORLD. DISCOVER A DIFFERENT U.

Apply now at www.smuedu.sg/admissions

*All names and titles are real. More information can be found at www.smuedu.sg/isis